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IpseIpse DixitDixit

•• E.DurkheimE.Durkheim on Collective Identityon Collective Identity: : The totality of beliefs and sentiments common to the The totality of beliefs and sentiments common to the 
average members of a society forms a determinate system with a laverage members of a society forms a determinate system with a life of its own. It can be termed ife of its own. It can be termed 
the collective or common consciousness. Undoubtedly the substratthe collective or common consciousness. Undoubtedly the substratum of this consciousness does um of this consciousness does 
not consist of a single organ. By definition it is diffused overnot consist of a single organ. By definition it is diffused over society as a whole, but nonetheless society as a whole, but nonetheless 
possesses specific characteristics that make it a distinctive repossesses specific characteristics that make it a distinctive reality. In fact it is independent of the ality. In fact it is independent of the 
particular conditions in which individuals find themselves. Indiparticular conditions in which individuals find themselves. Individuals pass on, but it abides. In is viduals pass on, but it abides. In is 
the same in north and south, in large towns and in small, and inthe same in north and south, in large towns and in small, and in different professions. Likewise it different professions. Likewise it 
does not change with every generation but, on the contrary, linkdoes not change with every generation but, on the contrary, links successive generations to one s successive generations to one 
another. Thus it is something totally different from the conscioanother. Thus it is something totally different from the consciousness of individuals, although it is usness of individuals, although it is 
only realised in individuals. only realised in individuals. (1984: 38(1984: 38--39)39)

•• G.BedaniG.Bedani--B.Haddock:B.Haddock:TheThe history of nations has a peculiarly close relationship with thehistory of nations has a peculiarly close relationship with the history history 
of the media (2000:143)of the media (2000:143)

•• F.BraudelF.Braudel Sardinia, equally strange and special, is also worth pausing toSardinia, equally strange and special, is also worth pausing to consider. This is a very consider. This is a very 
curious island, long uninhabited, like its neighbour Corsica. Becurious island, long uninhabited, like its neighbour Corsica. Being larger and even more isolated ing larger and even more isolated 
from the mainland than the latter, it has been perhaps the most from the mainland than the latter, it has been perhaps the most conservative region of the whole conservative region of the whole 
Mediterranean at every stage in its history. Mediterranean at every stage in its history. (2002:91)(2002:91)

•• N.LuhmannN.Luhmann The economy and the speed of communication always require a refThe economy and the speed of communication always require a reference to erence to 
complexes of complexes of meaning..Anymeaning..Any more precise analysis and empirical research in particular willmore precise analysis and empirical research in particular will surely surely 
have to start from the part of the media which provides the mosthave to start from the part of the media which provides the most direct portrayal of reality and is direct portrayal of reality and is 
indeed declared and perceived in this way: news and inindeed declared and perceived in this way: news and in--depth reporting depth reporting (2002:77(2002:77--7878
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•• Trying to define identity paves the way to a mare magnum of imagTrying to define identity paves the way to a mare magnum of imagery ery traslatedtraslated into words with a high into words with a high 
percentage of metaphors and its possible functions. The term itspercentage of metaphors and its possible functions. The term itself is broad or better, is an umbrella word to elf is broad or better, is an umbrella word to 
describe perception of feelings related to the describe perception of feelings related to the invididualinvididual, the group and the relationships between individual, , the group and the relationships between individual, 
group and the imagery used to group and the imagery used to commnicatecommnicate between these entities. A single person can change its identitybetween these entities. A single person can change its identity
by offering a complete different by offering a complete different ““storystory”” of life and bondsof life and bonds

•• AccordingAccording toto HutchinsonHutchinson (2005) (2005) NewspapersNewspapers, , ee--journalsjournals and and magazinesmagazines togethertogether withwith commercial commercial capitalismcapitalism
are are twotwo importantimportant factorsfactors in in mirroringmirroring the the policiespolicies of of identificationidentification and and representationsrepresentations withwith nationnation statesstates or or 
territoriesterritories or or historichistoric groupsgroups withinwithin the the nationnation statesstates.  Back in 1991 .  Back in 1991 AndersonAnderson wrotewrote book and book and newspapersnewspapers’’
publisherspublishers werewere amongamong the first the first capitalistscapitalists and and beingbeing mostlymostly concernedconcerned on on makingmaking profitsprofits theythey werewere likelylikely toto
encourageencourage publishingpublishing in the in the widespreadwidespread vernacularsvernaculars languageslanguages (1991:38).(1991:38).

•• On the On the otherother handhand scholarsscholars suchsuch asas BilligBillig believebelieve in the in the rolerole of of activeactive ééliteslites in the in the contextcontext of of argumentationargumentation
and and forfor thisthis reasonreason the the needneed forfor logiclogic or or ““ art of art of witcraftwitcraft”” isis seenseen byby BilligBillig asas deeplydeeply intermingledintermingled notnot onlyonly
withwith the the formform of of languagelanguage butbut alsoalso withwith itsits contentscontents (1987:133). In (1987:133). In additionaddition the the contentscontents of of commoncommon--sensesense
thinkingthinking are are notnot ““a a unitaryunitary storestore of folk of folk wisdomwisdom, , butbut insteadinstead itit maymay provdeprovde usus withwith ourour dilemmasdilemmas forfor
deliberationdeliberation and and ourour controversiescontroversies forfor argumentargument..””(1987:222)(1987:222)

•• A communicative approach to Social Representations would provideA communicative approach to Social Representations would provide a complete and complex account even a complete and complex account even 
for the for the ““passionspassions”” which often in the way they are presented in the media hinge onwhich often in the way they are presented in the media hinge on rhetoric and produce rhetoric and produce 
social representations by anchoring beliefs, opinions, hot news,social representations by anchoring beliefs, opinions, hot news, old news, scientific old news, scientific vulgatavulgata into wider belief into wider belief 
patterns. patterns. BilligBillig reminds us that:..reminds us that:.. Historically, one might say that scientific notions in the modeHistorically, one might say that scientific notions in the modern age have rn age have 
become anchored into common sense. However, this formulation is,become anchored into common sense. However, this formulation is, according to social representation according to social representation 
theory, strictly speaking inaccurate. Whereas most novel beliefstheory, strictly speaking inaccurate. Whereas most novel beliefs can become anchored into the cultural can become anchored into the cultural 
patterns of common sense, there is something special about the tpatterns of common sense, there is something special about the transmission of scientific ideas in the ransmission of scientific ideas in the 
modern age. Firstly, the scientific ideas are altered in a partimodern age. Firstly, the scientific ideas are altered in a particular way by their transmission. They are cular way by their transmission. They are 
represented (perhaps, more accurately, represented (perhaps, more accurately, mismis--represented) in a particular way so that when they become represented) in a particular way so that when they become 
anchored they must become objectified. Secondly, their process oanchored they must become objectified. Secondly, their process of anchoring changes fundamentally the f anchoring changes fundamentally the 
nature of common sense. So great is the change that common sensenature of common sense. So great is the change that common sense, with these new anchored elements, is , with these new anchored elements, is 
no longer, properly speaking, common sense: it is a social no longer, properly speaking, common sense: it is a social representationrepresentation.(Billig.(Billig "Ideology and "Ideology and 
Opinions"1991:66). Opinions"1991:66). 

ShardsShards of of TheoreticalTheoretical BackgroundBackground
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•• The well known work of Potter and The well known work of Potter and WetherellWetherell maintains that the communicative processes of identity maintains that the communicative processes of identity 
construction and presentation draw much on conversation organisaconstruction and presentation draw much on conversation organisation and rhetoric. tion and rhetoric. WetherellWetherell (1996) (1996) 
presents Social Representations as a constructionist theory whicpresents Social Representations as a constructionist theory which is a practical device to make sense of h is a practical device to make sense of 
unfamiliar information and turn it into familiar as well as evalunfamiliar information and turn it into familiar as well as evaluating it. In Sardinian language there is a word uating it. In Sardinian language there is a word 
to define familiar or common sense, the word is to define familiar or common sense, the word is ““connottuconnottu””, which means , which means ““known or acknowledgedknown or acknowledged””, it refers , it refers 
to an entire heritage of past, present and future information whto an entire heritage of past, present and future information which belong to an extended group, generally ich belong to an extended group, generally 
speaking, when a social actor use the word speaking, when a social actor use the word ““connottuconnottu”” it refers to information which are or should be familiar it refers to information which are or should be familiar 
for all Sardinians.  for all Sardinians.  

•• The work of The work of RoiserRoiser (1987:411(1987:411--431) is quite illuminating in the role of common sense as one of431) is quite illuminating in the role of common sense as one of the major the major 
dynamic engines of Social Representations. Common Sense does notdynamic engines of Social Representations. Common Sense does not only pertain to Social Psychology but it only pertain to Social Psychology but it 
is a concept much exploited in Sociology and in that interestingis a concept much exploited in Sociology and in that interesting and wide stream of political studies focusing and wide stream of political studies focusing 
on the building of national and regional identities. S. on the building of national and regional identities. S. JovchelovitchJovchelovitch writes that writes that ““Social Representations refer Social Representations refer 
both to a theory and to a phenomenon. It is a theory insofar as both to a theory and to a phenomenon. It is a theory insofar as it provides a set of articulated concepts that it provides a set of articulated concepts that 
seek to give an account of how social knowledge is produced and seek to give an account of how social knowledge is produced and transformed in processes of transformed in processes of 
communication and social interaction. It is a phenomenon insofarcommunication and social interaction. It is a phenomenon insofar as it refers to a set of empirical regularities as it refers to a set of empirical regularities 
comprising the ideas, values and practices of comprising the ideas, values and practices of 
human communities about specific social objects as well as the shuman communities about specific social objects as well as the social ocial 
and communicative processes that produce and reproduce them. and communicative processes that produce and reproduce them. JovchelovitchJovchelovitch points out the theory of social points out the theory of social 
representations is a theory about social knowledge. It representations is a theory about social knowledge. It 
addresses the construction and transformation of social knowledgaddresses the construction and transformation of social knowledge in relation to different social contexts. By e in relation to different social contexts. By 
Social knowledge Social knowledge ““social social representationistsrepresentationists”” refer especially to the refer especially to the 
phenomenon of social representations which entails all the knowlphenomenon of social representations which entails all the knowledge produced in everyday lifeedge produced in everyday life””
((JovchelovitchJovchelovitch 2007:45)2007:45)

•• What is interesting for me is to try to use a multimodal approacWhat is interesting for me is to try to use a multimodal approach to investigate Sardinian identity. The h to investigate Sardinian identity. The 
construction and reshaping of group ties and their representatioconstruction and reshaping of group ties and their representations as prens as pre--existing or original and unique for existing or original and unique for 
the Sardinians as extended group is one of the the Sardinians as extended group is one of the ““best sellingbest selling”” and interesting rhetoric driven representations and interesting rhetoric driven representations 
we can find in the main Sardinian traditional media as well as iwe can find in the main Sardinian traditional media as well as in the Internet in dozens of specialized forum n the Internet in dozens of specialized forum 
or activistsor activists’’ authored webauthored web--sites. For these reasons I decided to set out to investigate thesites. For these reasons I decided to set out to investigate the communicative communicative 
representation of Sardinian identity in the media and in forums.representation of Sardinian identity in the media and in forums. As far as forums were concerned I decided As far as forums were concerned I decided 
to create a set of forums myself in order to attract small minorto create a set of forums myself in order to attract small minorities of scholars, activists and professionals.  ities of scholars, activists and professionals.  
These forums will permit me to gain insight into the extent to wThese forums will permit me to gain insight into the extent to which themes or narratives of Sardinian hich themes or narratives of Sardinian 
identity present in the media may help trigger different personaidentity present in the media may help trigger different personal and group attitudes in representing and l and group attitudes in representing and 
evaluating different aspects of it.evaluating different aspects of it.

ShardsShards of of TheoreticalTheoretical BackgroundBackground
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DATA COLLECTION & TREATMENTDATA COLLECTION & TREATMENT

•• The The wholewhole corpus corpus isis mademade of 717 of 717 articlesarticles collectedcollected byby allall the major the major SardinianSardinian
dailydaily newspapersnewspapers betweenbetween 2004 and 2007.  2004 and 2007.  ByBy usingusing a a booleanboolean approachapproach I I havehave
sortedsorted out 4 out 4 macronarrativesmacronarratives relatedrelated toto variousvarious aspectsaspects of of SardinianSardinian identityidentity
building building thatthat and and asas far far asas LL’’Unione Sarda (58% of the Unione Sarda (58% of the wholewhole corpus) corpus) isis
concernedconcerned articlesarticles collectedcollected are 416 are 416 whichwhich are are divideddivided asas followsfollows: : 
•• EthnicEthnic and cultural and cultural identityidentity;(Unione Sarda=248 ;(Unione Sarda=248 articles=articles= 59.61% of 59.61% of 

UnioneSardaCorpusUnioneSardaCorpus))
•• AutonomyAutonomy(Unione Sarda=84 articles=20.19%);(Unione Sarda=84 articles=20.19%);
•• LanguageLanguage asas vehiclevehicle of of identityidentity(Unione Sarda=47 articles=11.30%);(Unione Sarda=47 articles=11.30%);
•• New New ImmigrantsImmigrants (Unione Sarda=37=8,90%)(Unione Sarda=37=8,90%)

•• AsAs far far asas thisthis preliminarypreliminary stage stage isis concernedconcerned the data the data whichwhich I I willwill show are show are 
groundedgrounded onlyonly on on texttext unitsunits analysisanalysis ratherrather thanthan on on contextcontext unitsunits. . ContextContext willwill
bebe analysedanalysed at a at a laterlater stage stage togethertogether withwith the data the data stemmingstemming fromfrom the 4 web the 4 web 
forumsforums. . FurthermoreFurthermore, the , the mainmain authorauthor whowho developeddeveloped the software I the software I amam gonna gonna 
useuse, (, (BolascoBolasco 2002) 2002) suggestssuggests toto divide the divide the texttext intointo more more subsub--subjectsubject areasareas or or 
corporacorpora. . ForFor thisthis reasonreason in the future I in the future I willwill analyseanalyse eacheach macronarrative macronarrative 
separatelyseparately in in orderorder toto reduce the reduce the lenghtlenght of the of the wholewhole corpus (the ideal one corpus (the ideal one 
beingbeing no no muchmuch thanthan 100 100 writtenwritten pagespages).  ).  

••
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Finding and displaying dataFinding and displaying data

•• The main part of this work will investigate and describe the rheThe main part of this work will investigate and describe the rhetoric reproduction of the regional toric reproduction of the regional 
Sardinian print media and their relationships with the constructSardinian print media and their relationships with the construction, reion, re--shaping and diffusion of shaping and diffusion of 
different aspects of Sardinian identity. Scholars such as Potterdifferent aspects of Sardinian identity. Scholars such as Potter and and WetherellWetherell (1998) showed how (1998) showed how 
communicative and interactive construction of conversation and mcommunicative and interactive construction of conversation and media coverage work. This kind edia coverage work. This kind 
of longof long--term analysis often generate large amount of data. For this reasterm analysis often generate large amount of data. For this reason computeron computer--assisted assisted 
analysis became paramount despite my first resistance being moreanalysis became paramount despite my first resistance being more prompt to use prompt to use ““paper and paper and 
penpen”” goodgood--oldold--days method.days method.

•• To develop my work I have taken a twoTo develop my work I have taken a two--fold approach. Computer aided analysis and qualitative fold approach. Computer aided analysis and qualitative 
interpretation with an approach based on social interpretation with an approach based on social constructionismconstructionism approach on the study of approach on the study of 
Sardinian identity. The main set of data is based on a sample ofSardinian identity. The main set of data is based on a sample of 717 newspapers articles focusing 717 newspapers articles focusing 
on four on four macronarrativesmacronarratives of identity construction: Cultural/Ethnic, Autonomy, Language, of identity construction: Cultural/Ethnic, Autonomy, Language, New New 
Immigrations. The articles were collected between 2004 and 2007.Immigrations. The articles were collected between 2004 and 2007. All three major Sardinian All three major Sardinian 
newspapers were included in this study, namely: newspapers were included in this study, namely: ““LL’’UnioneUnione SardaSarda””, , ““La La NuovaNuova SardegnaSardegna”” and and ““Il Il 
SardegnaSardegna””..

•• I am interested in tracing any significant forms of Sardinian idI am interested in tracing any significant forms of Sardinian identity in recent Sardinian regional entity in recent Sardinian regional 
press and among a group of people.  This aims are quite difficulpress and among a group of people.  This aims are quite difficult and I should find a systematic t and I should find a systematic 
way to find the linkages and relationships in the vast amount ofway to find the linkages and relationships in the vast amount of data collected and ideas evoked. data collected and ideas evoked. 
It is clear the role of the researcher is mostly descriptive. I It is clear the role of the researcher is mostly descriptive. I am not coming up with solutions such am not coming up with solutions such 
as: there should be more X to obtain more Y etc in any of the isas: there should be more X to obtain more Y etc in any of the issue related to Sardinian identity sue related to Sardinian identity 
that have arisen over the past few years.that have arisen over the past few years.
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Finding and displaying dataFinding and displaying data

•• Thus many questions arise. Are the media promoting some Thus many questions arise. Are the media promoting some significativesignificative form of shared form of shared ““common common 
sensesense”” which may potentially influence the inwhich may potentially influence the in--groupersgroupers’’ representations of their identity and representations of their identity and 
relationship with the rest of Italians in informal as well as inrelationship with the rest of Italians in informal as well as in institutional contexts? Are memories institutional contexts? Are memories 
and representations sufficient to display and shape the attitudeand representations sufficient to display and shape the attitude of Sardinians towards the inof Sardinians towards the in--
group? How much anchored the representations of Sardinian identigroup? How much anchored the representations of Sardinian identity are? Is the represented ty are? Is the represented 
identity fluid, is it due to change or is it static? To what extidentity fluid, is it due to change or is it static? To what extend does attitude turns into action? end does attitude turns into action? 
What are the means used by media and their actors for meaningWhat are the means used by media and their actors for meaning--making? What are the rhetoric making? What are the rhetoric 
and the pragmatics of discourse in use to present and build Sardand the pragmatics of discourse in use to present and build Sardinian identity in the media? Does inian identity in the media? Does 
the ongoing rhetoric ascribe Sardinian identity building to formthe ongoing rhetoric ascribe Sardinian identity building to forms of exclusion or inclusions?  The s of exclusion or inclusions?  The 
relationships between ideology and common sense will also be exprelationships between ideology and common sense will also be explored both in the Sardinian lored both in the Sardinian 
Print media and among a group of Sardinian people who responded Print media and among a group of Sardinian people who responded to a set of web forums and to a set of web forums and 
to a semito a semi--structured questionnaire on identity. structured questionnaire on identity. 

•• THEMES: I have categorised four themes which I consider particulTHEMES: I have categorised four themes which I consider particular relevant as press coverage ar relevant as press coverage 
was particularly complete in the different newspapers.  the wholwas particularly complete in the different newspapers.  the whole corpus is made of 717 articles e corpus is made of 717 articles 
collected by all the major Sardinian daily newspapers between 20collected by all the major Sardinian daily newspapers between 2004 and 2007.  By using a 04 and 2007.  By using a 
booleanboolean approach I have sorted out 4 thematic approach I have sorted out 4 thematic macroareasmacroareas related to various aspects of related to various aspects of 
Sardinian identity building. : Sardinian identity building. : 

–– Ethnic and cultural identity; (421=58.71%)Ethnic and cultural identity; (421=58.71%)
–– AutonomyAutonomy(154=21.48%)(154=21.48%)
–– Language as vehicle of identity (80 articles=11.16%);Language as vehicle of identity (80 articles=11.16%);
–– New New ImmigrantsImmigrants (62 articles=8(62 articles=8.65%.65%))
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Finding and displaying dataFinding and displaying data

•• THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF CONTEXT UNITS. The main software I used forTHEMATIC ANALYSIS OF CONTEXT UNITS. The main software I used for
my research, Tmy research, T--Lab, allows the researcher to display a representation of Lab, allows the researcher to display a representation of 
corpus contents and its relationships by using a tool called thecorpus contents and its relationships by using a tool called the ““Key Key 
Contexts of Thematic WordsContexts of Thematic Words”” which will extract a list of meaningful which will extract a list of meaningful 
elementary contexts which will allow the researcher to go into melementary contexts which will allow the researcher to go into more inore in--
dephtdepht analysis of the thematic values of the key words obtained. Themanalysis of the thematic values of the key words obtained. Thematic atic 
Clusters ranges from 3 to 50.  TClusters ranges from 3 to 50.  T--Lab summarizes results through graphs Lab summarizes results through graphs 
which help the researcher to evaluate the relationships of which help the researcher to evaluate the relationships of 
similarity/dissimilarity the distance being proportional to the similarity/dissimilarity the distance being proportional to the degree of degree of 
association The way relationships can be analysed are various: tassociation The way relationships can be analysed are various: they can be hey can be 
oneone--toto--one or oneone or one--to all (Key contexts of thematic words), or the corpus to all (Key contexts of thematic words), or the corpus 
can be analysed allcan be analysed all--together identifying the main themes and its together identifying the main themes and its 
characteristics and exploring their relationships.characteristics and exploring their relationships.
–– As far as Autonomy is concerned the articles were divided into As far as Autonomy is concerned the articles were divided into three main three main 

clusters over four yearsclusters over four years
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Finding and displaying dataFinding and displaying data
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Finding and displaying dataFinding and displaying data

•• At this preliminary stage of my project my data are mainly descrAt this preliminary stage of my project my data are mainly descriptive as iptive as 
the whole methodology will be decided during the next Academic ythe whole methodology will be decided during the next Academic year. Of ear. Of 
course, describing wording and morphology represents only a backcourse, describing wording and morphology represents only a background ground 
level on data analysis. I need to set up a second level of interlevel on data analysis. I need to set up a second level of interpretation by pretation by 
shaping semantic universes and by reflecting on semantic and prashaping semantic universes and by reflecting on semantic and pragmatics. gmatics. 
As As FaircloughFairclough points out (1989points out (1989--2001: 117) phonology, grammar & 2001: 117) phonology, grammar & vocabvocab
are the surface of utterance whilst semantics & pragmatics are tare the surface of utterance whilst semantics & pragmatics are the meaning he meaning 
of utterance.of utterance.

•• So what I am trying to do by using TSo what I am trying to do by using T--Lab in the first step is descriptive Lab in the first step is descriptive 
interpretation: recognizing and sorting out words, phrases and sinterpretation: recognizing and sorting out words, phrases and sentences. entences. 
This level provides us with an insight on textual & lexical richThis level provides us with an insight on textual & lexical richness of our ness of our 
data.  data.  

•• The second level of interpretation consists in assigning meaningThe second level of interpretation consists in assigning meaning to those to those 
parts of the texts, either they be single words, chunks or entirparts of the texts, either they be single words, chunks or entire paragraphs. e paragraphs. 
In this case the analyst is paramount as he/she is the one that In this case the analyst is paramount as he/she is the one that must make must make 
sense of the utterances by contextualising them. sense of the utterances by contextualising them. 
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Finding and displaying dataFinding and displaying data

•• Thus even though a software helps us to deThus even though a software helps us to de--construct and reconstruct and re--construct semantic fields by construct semantic fields by 
combining wordcombining word--meaning and grammatical information and meaning and grammatical information and ““work out implicit meanings to arrive work out implicit meanings to arrive 
at meanings for whole propositionsat meanings for whole propositions”” ((FaircloughFairclough 2001:120) it is clear that the importance of the 2001:120) it is clear that the importance of the 
analyst and the knowledge of the written corpus over the years wanalyst and the knowledge of the written corpus over the years will be much useful if the ill be much useful if the 
research would shift to talkresearch would shift to talk--analysis (focusanalysis (focus--groups) or other text analysis (forums)groups) or other text analysis (forums)

•• At this stage I can say a preliminary analysis of the data foundAt this stage I can say a preliminary analysis of the data found in Sardinian media reflects not in Sardinian media reflects not 
only the growing awareness of and interest in the different issuonly the growing awareness of and interest in the different issue of Sardinian contemporary e of Sardinian contemporary 
society, but also the dense political and rhetoric discourse presociety, but also the dense political and rhetoric discourse present in the Sardinian media. sent in the Sardinian media. 
Describing this discourse for each narrative would be quite inteDescribing this discourse for each narrative would be quite interesting resting per seper se but in for a more inbut in for a more in--
depth study, it would be even more interesting at the end of thedepth study, it would be even more interesting at the end of the thesis work, to compare what thesis work, to compare what 
the rhetoric discourse of the media is with what Sardinian peoplthe rhetoric discourse of the media is with what Sardinian people think or say they think. All the e think or say they think. All the 
narratives are interesting. The most recent one, describes newlynarratives are interesting. The most recent one, describes newly landed immigrants (especially landed immigrants (especially 
from Northern Africa) in Sardinia where migration took its toll from Northern Africa) in Sardinia where migration took its toll over the decades for those over the decades for those 
Sardinians who had to migrate and who, from distant lands, reSardinians who had to migrate and who, from distant lands, re--shaped and spread back, often shaped and spread back, often 
through the new media, their sense of Sardinian identity. Also, through the new media, their sense of Sardinian identity. Also, methods such as Cluster Analysis methods such as Cluster Analysis 
will help me to understand if clearly different types of identitwill help me to understand if clearly different types of identity within the same subset or narrative y within the same subset or narrative 
are working. Again, it will be the analyst that must interpret tare working. Again, it will be the analyst that must interpret the data magically stemmed from the he data magically stemmed from the 
computer aided analysis and tell what the computer aided analysis and tell what the ““storystory”” is about.is about.
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Finding and displaying dataFinding and displaying data

•• Preliminary Analysis of Corpus provided by the Preliminary Analysis of Corpus provided by the macroareamacroarea ““AutonomyAutonomy””
•• The articles associated to this area are 421 (58.71% of all artiThe articles associated to this area are 421 (58.71% of all articles)cles)
•• Variable chosen: newspapers (Variable chosen: newspapers (““LL’’UnioneSardaUnioneSarda””; ; ““LaNuovaSardegnaLaNuovaSardegna””, , ““IlSardegnaIlSardegna””))
•• TT--Lab is a tool that divides its analysis in six main steps which Lab is a tool that divides its analysis in six main steps which run from text run from text 

gathering to report editing. gathering to report editing. 
•• Any of the tools can be used in any order, however, I can start Any of the tools can be used in any order, however, I can start by quoting the by quoting the 

manual available at manual available at www.tlab.itwww.tlab.it, (p.12), there are a set of analytical operations which , (p.12), there are a set of analytical operations which 
have the same corpus and they follow usershave the same corpus and they follow users’’ strategystrategy and and planplan. After that texts are . After that texts are 
gathered and then a final report is the output.gathered and then a final report is the output.

•• As far as my preliminary analysis is concerned I chose to jump tAs far as my preliminary analysis is concerned I chose to jump the use of lexical tools he use of lexical tools 
in order to recognise each and every lexical unit and customise in order to recognise each and every lexical unit and customise their classification. their classification. 
However I still inserted my threshold choice as not all the analHowever I still inserted my threshold choice as not all the analyses have a preset yses have a preset 
threshold to be chosen from the list. I still can select which lthreshold to be chosen from the list. I still can select which lemmas should be emmas should be 
excluded from analysis and I can still restore lemmas later on. excluded from analysis and I can still restore lemmas later on. I can also select and I can also select and 
deselect the keydeselect the key--terms. In general all the settings for the analysis can be savedterms. In general all the settings for the analysis can be saved and and 
rere--used for further analyses. This chance is still there even afterused for further analyses. This chance is still there even after the user run the user run 
Dictionary building. Thus I decided that being a naive I should Dictionary building. Thus I decided that being a naive I should better go for better go for 
automatic lemmatization which provides with a significant and ofautomatic lemmatization which provides with a significant and often complex amount ten complex amount 
of data to be analysed with a set of different methods. of data to be analysed with a set of different methods. 

http://www.tlab.it/
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Finding and displaying dataFinding and displaying data

•• KEYWORDSKEYWORDS
•• The analysis units TThe analysis units T--Lab uses are of two types: Lab uses are of two types: lexical lexical 

unitsunits and and context unitscontext units. Keywords selection consists . Keywords selection consists 
in arranging a number of list of lexical units to be in arranging a number of list of lexical units to be 
analysed and displayed in the outputs with simple and analysed and displayed in the outputs with simple and 
clear tables. I have chosen the automatic settings and clear tables. I have chosen the automatic settings and 
the list of keythe list of key--words were selected by the software. In words were selected by the software. In 
this case the criterion is to check the qualitative this case the criterion is to check the qualitative 
importance of the items and the necessity to obtain importance of the items and the necessity to obtain 
significativesignificative outputs in order to try to make inferences. outputs in order to try to make inferences. 
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Finding and displaying dataFinding and displaying data
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Finding and displaying dataFinding and displaying data

•• MACRO AUTONOMYMACRO AUTONOMY-- CoCo--occurrence Analysis: WORD occurrence Analysis: WORD 
ASSOCIATIONS  ASSOCIATIONS  

•• It is one of the most important analysis that TIt is one of the most important analysis that T--lab can carry out. The lab can carry out. The 
Occurrences, in fact, are quantities which result from the compuOccurrences, in fact, are quantities which result from the computation of tation of 
how many times (frequencies) a single lexical unit (how many times (frequencies) a single lexical unit (LU)occursLU)occurs within a within a 
corpuscorpus or within the context units (CU) in which it is subdivided. or within the context units (CU) in which it is subdivided. 

•• In the first example graphically represented below(1) the KIn the first example graphically represented below(1) the K--word I chose is word I chose is 
““AutonomiaAutonomia”” (Autonomy). Each chart shows those lexical units which share (Autonomy). Each chart shows those lexical units which share 
coco--occurrence contexts with the keyoccurrence contexts with the key--word chosen. Coword chosen. Co--occurrences are occurrences are 
quantities which result from a computation of how many times twoquantities which result from a computation of how many times two or more or more 
lexical units are present together in the same elementary contexlexical units are present together in the same elementary contexts (EC) and ts (EC) and 
can be analysed using three methods which are namely can be analysed using three methods which are namely ““JaccardJaccard””, , ““DiceDice””
and and ““CosineCosine””. Each of the three methods is used to analyse binary data of . Each of the three methods is used to analyse binary data of 
the presence/absence type. As far as my research is concerned I the presence/absence type. As far as my research is concerned I chose the chose the 
““CosineCosine”” to analyse the coto analyse the co--occurrences of the lexical unitsoccurrences of the lexical units

http://www.tlab.it/en/allegati/help_en_online/gcorpus.htm
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Finding and displaying dataFinding and displaying data

•• Verifying the results for Word Association: Verifying the results for Word Association: 
““AutonomiaAutonomia/Autonomy/Autonomy””

•• In the graph the words selected are placed in the In the graph the words selected are placed in the centercenter; ; 
the others are distributed around it, each at distance the others are distributed around it, each at distance 
proportional to its degree of association: the shorter the proportional to its degree of association: the shorter the 
distance, the greater the degree of association. The distance, the greater the degree of association. The 
significant relationships are therefore onesignificant relationships are therefore one--toto--one, to the one, to the 
central word and to each of the others. As far as this central word and to each of the others. As far as this 
research is concerned, for each one of the words research is concerned, for each one of the words 
selected I have reported the first twentyselected I have reported the first twenty--five words in five words in 
terms of numbers of occurrences.terms of numbers of occurrences.
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In this page we can see some 
examples of radial diagrammes.
In the next page I reported a tab
associating PAIRS of keywords
and SHARED
ASSOCIATIONS.

LEMMA COEFF OCC CO-OCC CHI²

nostro             0,268 218 51 42,751

sardo              0,227 451 62 6,167

militare           0,203 71 22 32,029

Sardegna           0,201 418 53 2,339

servitù 0,194 41 16 35,344

Soru 0,182 186 32 9,347

soldo              0,181 36 14 30,636

Maddalena          0,147 28 10 18,665

Governo            0,144 117 20 5,409

autonomia          0,14 163 23 2,213

ministro           0,139 61 14 9,967

regione            0,132 252 27 0

questione          0,125 47 11 8,182

divenire           0,123 10 5 16,263

Cagliari           0,121 118 17 1,833

attraversare       0,117 7 4 15,868

Cumpostu 0,117 7 4 15,868

mobilitazione      0,117 11 5 13,999

gran               0,117 11 5 13,999

lanciare           0,116 4 3 17,347

piemontese         0,116 4 3 17,347

Mariano            0,116 4 3 17,347

sperimentazione    0,116 4 3 17,347

dismissione        0,116 4 3 17,347

Prodi              0,115 29 8 8,814
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•• TT--LAB Association Table: Comparison between Pairs of keywords and LAB Association Table: Comparison between Pairs of keywords and shared shared 
associations.associations.

• The tab shown below represents the K-Words the programme has selected and their 
corresponding occurrences values. This analysis runs when the researcher select two 
words from the list on the left corner. The software will compare the elementary 
occurrence contexts of each of the words compared. This can either be done for the 
whole corpus or for a single subset. The model which T-Lab uses for this type of analysis 
is the “set theory”. T-Lab builds an intersection table crossing the associations and non-
associations and CHI-square test is applied to it. In the case of autonomy I had also
obtained a Chart to share the Shared associations which shows the elementary contexts 
in which each lemma is in co-occurrence with the selected key words. Being the analysis 
extremely quantitative and difficult for me to justify on each and every passage I prefer 
to pass on and in-depth analysis of the first type of comparison for now. Let’s say that in 
the first stage this analysis is run by T-Lab by building a table like the following for the 
example given: shared association of Autonomy/Regional in the elementary contexts of 
the Lemma “Isola”

• A*. “A” shows the number of elementary contexts in which “Isola” is present or absent in 
the set of contexts containing the first word in the pair which in this case is “Autonomy”.

• B*.  “B” shows the number of elementary contexts in which “Isola” is present or absent in 
the set of contexts containing the second word of the pair which is “Regionale”
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Shared association of Autonomy/Regional in the 
elementary contexts of the Lemma “Isola”
A*. “A” shows the number of elementary 
contexts in which “Isola” is present or absent 
in the set of contexts containing the first word 
in the pair which in this case is “Autonomy”.
B*.  “B” shows the number of elementary 
contexts in which “Isola” is present or absent in 
the set of contexts containing the second word 
of the pair which is “Regionale”

Association Non association Total

A*

B*

16314023

3 108

26 248

111

274
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Finding and displaying dataFinding and displaying data

•• TT--LAB SEQUENCE ANALYSISLAB SEQUENCE ANALYSIS
•• Another tool which TAnother tool which T--Lab uses to analyse coLab uses to analyse co--occurrence relationships between lexical units  occurrence relationships between lexical units  

namely words, lemmas, categories or themes, is namely words, lemmas, categories or themes, is ““Sequence AnalysisSequence Analysis””. Sequence Analysis hinges . Sequence Analysis hinges 
on a Markov chains which is a probabilistic model widely used foon a Markov chains which is a probabilistic model widely used for evaluating the performance and r evaluating the performance and 
dependability of many different systems either they be electronidependability of many different systems either they be electronic or computer systems, c or computer systems, 
communication networks and so forth. Of course, there may be a ncommunication networks and so forth. Of course, there may be a number of theoretical reasons umber of theoretical reasons 
for questioning the use of such statistical model especially if for questioning the use of such statistical model especially if the analyser, as in my case, does not the analyser, as in my case, does not 
posses a sound background in quantitative data analysis. Howeverposses a sound background in quantitative data analysis. However, Markov chains is a widely , Markov chains is a widely 
known and reliable approach for several software packages that hknown and reliable approach for several software packages that have been developed over the ave been developed over the 
past few years for the analytic solution of performance and depepast few years for the analytic solution of performance and dependability models. In brief two ndability models. In brief two 
kinds of sequences are analysed according to Markov chains:kinds of sequences are analysed according to Markov chains:

•• Sequences which have to do with lexical units PRESENT in the corSequences which have to do with lexical units PRESENT in the corpus of pus of ““AutonomiaAutonomia””. . 
•• Sequences recorded in an external file that the analyst wants toSequences recorded in an external file that the analyst wants to explore.explore.
•• What matters here is what What matters here is what LanciaLancia (2005) describes as (2005) describes as syntagmaticsyntagmatic relationships between lexical relationships between lexical 

units (either they are words or chunks or entire phrases) and eaunits (either they are words or chunks or entire phrases) and each occurrence of the corpus thus ch occurrence of the corpus thus 
clearing what the meaning of the words are in a particular conteclearing what the meaning of the words are in a particular context. This gives the researcher an xt. This gives the researcher an 
insight into the communicative field between the significant worinsight into the communicative field between the significant words he/she chooses to analyse and ds he/she chooses to analyse and 
all the lexical units present in his/her corpus.all the lexical units present in his/her corpus.
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Finding and displaying dataFinding and displaying data
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Finding and displaying dataFinding and displaying data

•• THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF ELEMENTARY CONTEXTS: AutonomyTHEMATIC ANALYSIS OF ELEMENTARY CONTEXTS: Autonomy
•• This kind of analysis tool permits to represent the corpus conteThis kind of analysis tool permits to represent the corpus contents nts 

graphically by creating significant clusters.graphically by creating significant clusters.
•• LanciaLancia (2005) maintains that each cluster will be made of elementary (2005) maintains that each cluster will be made of elementary 

contexts (again they may be words, chunks, phrases or paragraphscontexts (again they may be words, chunks, phrases or paragraphs) ) 
characterised by the same keycharacterised by the same key--words or patterns. In Twords or patterns. In T--Lab the clusters are Lab the clusters are 
described through lexical units and the most important variablesdescribed through lexical units and the most important variables the analyst the analyst 
chooses. Data are obtained by a complex sixchooses. Data are obtained by a complex six--stage analysis based on costage analysis based on co--
occurrence and comparative analyses. This analysis allows the reoccurrence and comparative analyses. This analysis allows the research to search to 
explore the characteristics of the clusters; explore the relatioexplore the characteristics of the clusters; explore the relationships between nships between 
clusters; explore the relationships between clusters and variablclusters; explore the relationships between clusters and variables; explore es; explore 
the different cluster partitions; assign labels to the clusters;the different cluster partitions; assign labels to the clusters; verify which verify which 
elementary contexts belong to each cluster; verify the weight ofelementary contexts belong to each cluster; verify the weight of each each 
elementary context within its cluster; save the selected partitielementary context within its cluster; save the selected partition for on for 
exploration with other Texploration with other T--Lab tools. At this stage of the project I donLab tools. At this stage of the project I don’’t have t have 
the necessary skills to comment and summary the results obtainedthe necessary skills to comment and summary the results obtained by by 
performing this analysis.performing this analysis.
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•• STEP1: AUTONOMIA FILE TXT : ANALYSIS RESULTS STEP1: AUTONOMIA FILE TXT : ANALYSIS RESULTS 
•• As Laurence Grimm and Paul As Laurence Grimm and Paul YarnoldYarnold observed (2000:14observed (2000:14--15), the purpose 15), the purpose 

of  cluster analysis is to identify natural groupings among a coof  cluster analysis is to identify natural groupings among a collection of llection of 
observations; it is a procedure for identifying cases with distiobservations; it is a procedure for identifying cases with distinctive nctive 
characteristics in heterogeneous samples and grouping them into characteristics in heterogeneous samples and grouping them into 
homogeneous groups. Clusters are formed so that observations thahomogeneous groups. Clusters are formed so that observations that are t are 
similar form the basis of a single grouping and, as a group, aresimilar form the basis of a single grouping and, as a group, are
differentiated from other clusters that are, themselves, comprisdifferentiated from other clusters that are, themselves, comprised of ed of 
homogeneous observations. In the corpus related to the narrativehomogeneous observations. In the corpus related to the narrative
““AutonomyAutonomy””, the result of the software analysis , the result of the software analysis yeldedyelded 3 clusters. Clusters 3 clusters. Clusters 
leave much space to subjective interpretation. Of course my inteleave much space to subjective interpretation. Of course my interpretation rpretation 
is subjective and based on my knowledge of the is subjective and based on my knowledge of the macronarrativesmacronarratives which I which I 
selected from 2004 to 2007 day by day. The hypothetical consisteselected from 2004 to 2007 day by day. The hypothetical consistency of the ncy of the 
macronarrativesmacronarratives chosen is based on the length of the observation and on chosen is based on the length of the observation and on 
my role as insider. My attitude is explorative and descriptive amy role as insider. My attitude is explorative and descriptive as it is s it is 
impossible for the data collected between 2004 and 2007 to impossible for the data collected between 2004 and 2007 to yeldyeld the same the same 
relationships or contents or external events of those I could corelationships or contents or external events of those I could collect in a near llect in a near 
or distant futureor distant future
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AUTONOMIA FILE TXT : ANALYSIS RESULTS 

DATE: 18/05/2008 - 16.51.55 

NUMBER OF ELEMENTARY CONTEXTS CLASSIFIED : 1534 

ELEMENTARY CONTEXTS IN EACH CLUSTER

CLUSTER 1 CLUSTER 1 513513 33.44%33.44%

CLUSTER 2 CLUSTER 2 598598 38.98%38.98%

CLUSTER 3 CLUSTER 3 423423 27.57%27.57%
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LEMMALEMMA CHI CHI 
SQUARESQUARE

WORDWORD OCCOCC

Soru 284.845 Soru 191

regionale 112.951 regionale 71

regionale 112.951 regionali 24

regione 92.156 Regione 154
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• Cluster1 appears to group a set of wording very 
dense and focused on the political and practical 
aspects which describe the clashes between Sardinia 
and Italian Government over revenues, and the 
debate and protest over constraints on Sardinian soil 
represented by a number of military areas which 
belong to U.S.A and Italy. These areas are secluded 
but occupy a significative portion of Sardinian 
territory.  The most common proper names within 
this first cluster are those of the main protagonists: 
President-Tycoon Renato Soru, and important 
members of the Government. In this Cluster public 
discourse gives an insight in all political and 
economic aspects of the relationship between 
Sardinia and Italy. Sardinian reporters contribute to 
create the image of Sardinian as a group excluded 
from their own economic and territorial rights

ClusterCluster 1, first 1, first impressionsimpressions
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•• INDEX (BETWEENINDEX (BETWEEN--CLUSTER VARIANCE/TOTAL CLUSTER VARIANCE/TOTAL 
VARIANCE): 0.022 VARIANCE): 0.022 

THIS REPORT INCLUDES TWO SECTIONS (A and THIS REPORT INCLUDES TWO SECTIONS (A and 
B)B)

SECTION SECTION -- A A -- CHARACTERISTIC WORDS (MAX CHARACTERISTIC WORDS (MAX 
20) OF EACH CLUSTER20) OF EACH CLUSTER
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Further research was conducted by creating 4 forums of discussioFurther research was conducted by creating 4 forums of discussion n 

one for each of the narratives found on the Print Media.one for each of the narratives found on the Print Media.
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• Discoursive and Critical Psychology (Billig 1987, 1991; Mazzara, 1997; 2006) 
• Socio-Historical Approach (Smith, 1981, 2007).
• Van Dijk (1997 a, b)

• Social Representation Theory and soft Socio-constructionism perspective trying to av
the “Boomerang Effect” described by de Rosa (2001, 2006)

Theoretical Framework
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MethodologyMethodology

• On the basis of the first results of the analysis on 717 articles
published on the 3 main Sardinian newspapers (“Unione Sarda”, “Il 
Sardegna” and “La Nuova Sardegna”) I singled out 4 macro-
narratives related to Social Identity. Some of those articles show a 
number of lines which re-difine Sardinian identity as part of but
also in competition with Italian and European identities. The main
narratives focus on 
– Sardinian distinctive culture;
– Polemic relationship between Sardinian identity and Italian

identity over revenues and territory
– Sardinian language standardisation;
– New Immigrants

• Those macronarratives were submitted on ad hoc forum open to
the contributions of 75 different participants who developed their 
posts and debates without apparent external influence but the 
“firestarters”provided by the articles I submitted in order to start 
each sub-forum. 

• Forums were advertised on Unione Sarda first, but with no success. 
Later on they were advertised on a number of websites focusing on 
Sardinian social identity. (www.Sotziulimbasarda.net; www.comitau.org; www.UnioneSarda.com; 

www.Acalisa.net). The posts were collected between April and June 2007

• Later on, all participants were contacted via mail and asked to fill a 
questionnaire

http://www.sotziulimbasarda.net/
http://www.comitau.org/
http://www.unionesarda.com/
http://www.acalisa.net/
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Our SampleOur Sample

• The sample comprises 44 respndents who answered to the 
questionnaire I submitted them via e-mail. The sample
represents 59% of the participants to the 4 on-line forums. 

• On average the participants were 36yrs, highly educated, 
who were born and have been living in Sardinia ever since. 
Their income was distributed into 4 classes: 
– 0-9.999 euro (27.3% of the participants); 
– 10.000-19.999 euro (25% ); 
– 20.000-29.999 euro(27.3%); 
– > 30.000 euro(20.5%). 

• As stated in the work done by B@bel Group in 2002-2005 we
could note the absence of a good balance as far as gender is
concerned. Women are only 13.6% of our sample.

• Given the small number on which this part of the research is
based I will considere it as an explorative one.
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Data Collection: a toolData Collection: a tool
Multimethod questionnaire integrating projective and demi-structured
tools. It has been divided into three different sections.

In the first section of the questionnaire a verbal association technique
is proposed. This is largely inspired on projective technique known as
“semantic network” developed by de Rosa (de Rosa, 1995, 2002), 
utilising tre stimula-words: Sardinians, Italians and Europeans.  
Starting from the three valences (negative, positive, neutral) 
associated by our paticipants to each word elicited, polarity indexes
have been calculated dai soggetti a ciascuna parola evocata, sono stati 
calcolati degli Indici di Polarità, assunti, in successive analisi, come 
indicatori dell’Atteggiamento dei partecipanti verso ciascuno di questi 
oggetti di rappresentazione. 

• A further section comprises three ten-step scales on which
participants ranked their level of identification in turn with Sardinia, 
Italy and Europe. 

• A third section is dedicated to demi-structured questions which aimed
at investigating participants’ opinions on autonomistic policies and 
independetist ones plus their party leaning/voting intention.

• The last section of the questionnaire comprises a set of questions on 
political parties, institutions, economic, cultural and environment
resources together with the symbols and the historical events related
to Sardinian identity. The data stemming from this section are still to
be analysed. 

• Furthermore the questionnaire implies a serie of questions to
withdraw particapnts’economic and socio-demographic data. 
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Analisi di Contesto: 
Sardinian Autonomous and Independent Parties and Movements

Partiti Autonomisti Partiti Indipendentisti

PSD’Az (Partito Sardo 
d’Azione fondato nel 1920)

SNI (Sardigna Natzione
Indipendenza fond.1994)

Movimenti autonomisti   
nati per elezioni regionali

Irs (Indipèndentzia
Rèpubrica de Sardigna 
2002)

Fortza Paris + Movimenti non 
completamente autonomisti 
di centro- sinistra

UDS (Sardi Uniti) + Progetto Sardegna (founded
by Soru in 2003)

As we can see in the next slide, Autonomous Parties suffered a consistent downfall
from 1994 on. These data are also evident in the lack of “voting” for Autonomous
Parties despite an attitude favourable towards them. 
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Context Analysis : 
Regional Polls Results for Sardinian Autonomous and Independentist

Parties between 1984 and 2004

Data Data 
ElezioniElezioni

Partiti
in lista Elezioni

Regionali

Numero Voti (%) N°
Seggi

Percentuale 
popolazione 

votante

24/06/8424/06/84 PSdPSd’’AzAz 136.720136.720

127.765127.765

47.00047.000
10.98410.984

38.42238.422
15.28415.284

32.85932.859
3.2493.249
5.6725.672

66.69066.690
33.30233.302
39.08639.086

13.8%13.8% 1212 85.5%85.5%

11/06/8911/06/89 PSdPSd’’AzAz 12.4%12.4% 1010 84.6%84.6%

12/06/9412/06/94 PSdPSd’’AzAz
SNISNI

5.1%5.1%
1.2%1.2%

44
00

74.3%74.3%

13/06/9913/06/99 PSdPSd’’AzAz
SNISNI

4.5%4.5%
1.8%1.8%

33
0 0 

66.3%66.3%

12/06/0412/06/04 PSdPSd’’AzAz
SNISNI
IRSIRS

ProgProg.Sa .Sa 
UDSUDS

FortzaFortza ParisParis

3.8%3.8%
0.4%0.4%
0.7%0.7%
7.8%7.8%
3.9%3.9%
4.6%4.6%

22
00
00
77
22
33

71.2%71.2%
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StepStep 1: 1: SinglingSingling out out MacroNarrativesMacroNarratives on 3 on 3 SardinianSardinian
major major newspapersnewspapers over the over the yearsyears 2004 and 20072004 and 2007

LL’’UnioneUnione Sarda, Sarda, LunedLunedìì 20 Agosto 2007, p.1. 20 Agosto 2007, p.1. GiuseppeGiuseppe MarciMarci
LL’’impronta nazionale sarda: limpronta nazionale sarda: l’’identitidentitàà italiana sulle torri dei italiana sulle torri dei 

nuraghinuraghi............MaMa non non cc’è’è dubbiodubbio che che ilil retaggioretaggio di Roma ha di Roma ha nellanella nostranostra
terraterra una una valenzavalenza diversa diversa rispettorispetto a a quellaquella che che assumeassume in in altrealtre partiparti
dd’’ItaliaItalia e e perfinoperfino ll’’improntaimpronta cristianacristiana--cattolicacattolica si si esprimeesprime in in modimodi
caratteristicicaratteristici e e distintidistinti. . QuestoQuesto vale vale perper la parte che la parte che abbiamoabbiamo in in comunecomune, , 
mama, se , se vogliamovogliamo capirecapire megliomeglio le cose, non le cose, non possiamopossiamo farefare a meno di a meno di 
notare, notare, oltreoltre tuttotutto ciòciò, , nellnell’’identitidentitàà di di ogniogni sardo sardo èè presente la grande presente la grande 
““ormaorma”” delladella civiltciviltàà nuragicanuragica che vigila che vigila attivamenteattivamente dalle dalle torritorri deidei
nuraghinuraghi. . EdEd èè presente una dimensione del tempo che, presente una dimensione del tempo che, perper quantoquanto
attenuataattenuata nellnell’’oggioggi, si , si esprimeesprime ancora, come ancora, come GiuseppeGiuseppe DessDessìì la la 
descrivevadescriveva, in maniera , in maniera irriducibileirriducibile rispettorispetto al tempo italiano e a al tempo italiano e a quelloquello
europeo.europeo.
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Four Forums were created. 75 participants did respond.Four Forums were created. 75 participants did respond.

http://http://matteoionta.net/doceboCms/index.php?mnmatteoionta.net/doceboCms/index.php?mn==forum&piforum&pi=5_8&op==5_8&op=thread&idForumthread&idForum=1=1

http://matteoionta.net/doceboCms/index.php?mn=forum&pi=5_8&op=thread&idForum=1
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FrequencyFrequency distributionsdistributions per le Variabili per le Variabili SocioSocio--demographicdemographic
variablesvariables
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Frequency distributions to assess the level of identification
with Sardinia, Italy and Europe

Level of 
Identification

Sardegna Italia Europa

Low 2.3% 47.7% 18.2%
Medium 34.1% 36.4% 6.6%

High 63.6% 15.9% 18.2%

Identificazione Sardegna Italia Europa

2,3%

63,6%
47,7%

18,2%

63,6%

34,1%

36,4%

15,9%
18,2%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

identificazione
bassa

identificazione
media

identificazione alta

Livello di Id

Sard
Ita
Eu

A mirror pattern may
be observed as far the 
identification between
Sardinia and Italy is
concerned. A Bell
curve don’t go 
unnoticed on the issue
of identification with
Europe. 
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Level of preference of the sample for those Sardinian parties
perceived as representing the instances of Sardinians. 

29,5%
9,1% 4,5% 2,3%

40,9%

11,4% 2,3%
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20%
40%
60%
80%

100%

NESSUNO
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gett
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na

PSD'AZ

SNI

DISTRIBUZIONE DI PERCENTUALI RELATIVE ALLA 
DOMANDA: INDICHI I PARTITI SARDI CHE PER LEI PIU' 
RAPPRESENTANO LE ISTANZE DEI CITTADINI SARDI?
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Cross-Tab between level of Identification with Sardinian and 
the preception of more Autonomy as useful/not useful

Pensa che una 
autonomia più larga 
sarebbe utile?
SSìì No

Tot 

Basso 2.3%2.3% 0% 2.3%

Medio 29.5%29.5% 4.5% 34.1%

Alto 63.6%63.6% 0% 63.6%

TotaleTotale 95.5%95.5% 4.5% 100%

Grado di 
identificazione 
con la
Sardegna

What is important to
stress here is that all
participants were
positive towards more 
Autonomy for
Sardinia. 

2,3%0%
29,5%

4,5%

63,6%

0%

0%
20%
40%
60%
80%

100%
Valutazione di 

utilità verso 
un'autonomia 

più larga

basso medio alto

Livellodi identificazione con la 
Sardegna

Distribuzione di Frequenze Incrociate tra Livello 
d'Identificazione con la Sardegna e Valutazione di 

Utilità di un'Autonomia più Larga

sì
no
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Cross Cross TabTab betweenbetween attitudeattitude towardstowards largerlarger AutonomyAutonomy and and the the 
action of action of actuallyactually votingvoting forfor autonomistautonomist partiesparties

4,5% 0,00%

90,9%

4,50%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Vota Autonomista Non Vota Autonomista

Frequenze Incrociate per le Variabili: 
ATTEGGIAMENTO VERSO L' AUTONOMIA E PREFERENZA DI VOTO 

Crede nell'Autonomia
Non Crede nell'Autonomia
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Cross Cross TabTab betweenbetween IdentificationIdentification withwith SardiniaSardinia and and actuallyactually
votingvoting forfor AutonomistAutonomist partiesparties..

HaveHave youyou
recentlyrecently
expressedexpressed
youryour vote in vote in 
favourfavour of of anan
autonomistautonomist
Party?Party?
Y?          Y?          N?N?

BASSOBASSO 00 2.3%2.3% 2.22.2
7%7%

MEDIOMEDIO 00 34.134.1
%%

34.34.
1%1%

ALTOALTO 4.5%4.5% 59.159.1
%%

63.63.
6%6%

TotalTotal 4.5%4.5% 95.495.4
%%

100100

IdentifIdentif
icationication
withwith
SardinSardin
iaia

Only a minority of participants did vote for more Autonomy. They
were those who presented an higher level of identification with
Sardinia.  

2,3%

34,1%

4,5%

59,1%

0%
20%
40%
60%
80%

100%

voto per i 
partiti 

autonomisti

basso medio alto

Livello di identificazione con la 
Sardegna

Frequenze incrociate tra identità sarda e voto 
autonomista 

sì
no
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Cross Cross TabTab betweenbetween identificationidentification withwith SardiniaSardinia and and AttitudeAttitude TowardsTowards
IndependenceIndependence

SardinianSardinian
IndependenceIndependence isis
usefuluseful??
Y            Y            NN

TotaleTotale

BASSOBASSO 2.3%2.3% 0%0% 2.3%2.3%

MEDIOMEDIO 9.1%9.1% 25%25% 34.1%34.1%

ALTOALTO 31.81%31.81% 31.8%31.8% 63.6%63.6%

TotalTotal 40.9%40.9% 59.1%59.1% 100%100%

LevelLevel of Id. of Id. 
WithWith
SardiniaSardinia

Interseting data: in this specific
contextthe figure displays that to a 
degree of  identification it corresponds
an equal distribution between positive 
attitude and negative ones towards
independence.  

2,3% 9,1%
25,0% 31,8% 31,8%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Atteggiamento 
v erso

Indipendenza 
Sardegna

basso medio alto
Liv ello di Identificazione con la Sardegna

Livello di Identificazione con la Sardegna  X 
Atteggiamento verso L'Indipendenza 

yes

no
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FACTORIAL DIMENSIONS EMERGED FROM CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS VIA VERBAL 
ASSOCIATIONS

SEMIASSE +SEMIASSE + SEMIASSE SEMIASSE --
FATTORE IFATTORE I

IMMAGINE DEL PROPRIO GRUPPOIMMAGINE DEL PROPRIO GRUPPO

IIII
DIMENSIONE CULTURALEDIMENSIONE CULTURALE

IIIIII
IDENTITAIDENTITA’’

IVIV
LL’’ITALIA COME ALTRO SIGNIFICATIVOITALIA COME ALTRO SIGNIFICATIVO

VV
DIMENSIONE CULTURALEDIMENSIONE CULTURALE

FATTORE IFATTORE I
VALUTAZIONE SUL PIANO MORALEVALUTAZIONE SUL PIANO MORALE

IIII
LUOGHI COMUNI SUGLI ITALIANILUOGHI COMUNI SUGLI ITALIANI

IIIIII
LUOGHI COMUNI SUGLI ITALIANILUOGHI COMUNI SUGLI ITALIANI

IVIV
STEREOTIPI SUGLI ITALIANISTEREOTIPI SUGLI ITALIANI

VV
ITALIANI COME ITALIANI COME ALTRO SIGNIFICATIVOALTRO SIGNIFICATIVO

FATTORE IFATTORE I
EUROPA COME UNIONE EUROPEAEUROPA COME UNIONE EUROPEA

IIII
SISTEMA DI VALORI ATTRIBUITI ALLSISTEMA DI VALORI ATTRIBUITI ALL’’UEUE

IIIIII
IDEALI POLITICIIDEALI POLITICI

IVIV
VALUTAZIONE POLITICAVALUTAZIONE POLITICA

VV
LA CLASSE POLITICA EUROPEALA CLASSE POLITICA EUROPEA

IDENTITAIDENTITA’’ E ORGOGLIOE ORGOGLIO RUOLO SUBALTERNO  NEL RUOLO SUBALTERNO  NEL 
RAPPORTO CON LRAPPORTO CON L’’ALTRO ALTRO 

STILI MORALISTILI MORALI STILI RELAZIONALISTILI RELAZIONALI

SARDINIASARDINIA
NSNS

FOCUS SULLE ORIGINI FOCUS SULLE ORIGINI 
(IDEALIZZAZIONE)(IDEALIZZAZIONE)

FOCUS SULLFOCUS SULL’’ATTUALITAATTUALITA’’
(ATTEGGIAMENTO CRITICO) (ATTEGGIAMENTO CRITICO) 

DIFFIDENZADIFFIDENZA TOLLERANZA TOLLERANZA 

ORGOGLIO PER LE ORGOGLIO PER LE 
ATTRATTIVE ARTISTICHE ATTRATTIVE ARTISTICHE 
DEL TERRITORIO SARDODEL TERRITORIO SARDO

MARCATORI DI CONFINE MARCATORI DI CONFINE 
CULTURALE DELLA COMUNITACULTURALE DELLA COMUNITA’’

SARDASARDA
CORRUZIONECORRUZIONE

SFERA SOCIALE E SFERA SOCIALE E 
LAVORATIVA  (NEGATIVI)LAVORATIVA  (NEGATIVI)

SFERA INDIVIDUALE E TRATTI DI SFERA INDIVIDUALE E TRATTI DI 
PERSONALITPERSONALITÀÀ (POSITIVI)(POSITIVI)

ITALIANSITALIANS SFERA RELAZIONALESFERA RELAZIONALE SFERA LAVORATIVASFERA LAVORATIVA

LL’’ITALIANO DI SUCCESSOITALIANO DI SUCCESSO LL’’ITALIANO RIDICOLIZZATOITALIANO RIDICOLIZZATO

DESCRIZIONE DESCRIZIONE 
AMBIVALENTE ANCORATA AMBIVALENTE ANCORATA 
AD ELEMENTI CONCRETIAD ELEMENTI CONCRETI

DESCRIZIONE IDEALIZZATA DESCRIZIONE IDEALIZZATA 
ANCORATA AD ELEMENTI ANCORATA AD ELEMENTI 

ASTRATTIASTRATTI

I PROTAGONISTI DELLI PROTAGONISTI DELL’’UEUE I VALORI E I CONTROVALORI I VALORI E I CONTROVALORI 
DELLDELL’’UE UE 

PUNTI DI FORZA POLITICI PUNTI DI FORZA POLITICI 
(LIBERTA(LIBERTA’’/FEDERAZIONE//FEDERAZIONE/

DEMOCRAZIA)DEMOCRAZIA)

DIMENSIONE CULTURALE DIMENSIONE CULTURALE 
DELLDELL’’EUROPAEUROPA

EUROPEIAEUROPEIA
NSNS

DEMOCRAZIADEMOCRAZIA

SUCCESSI DI UNA POLITICA SUCCESSI DI UNA POLITICA 
PER LPER L’’INTEGRAZIONEINTEGRAZIONE

UNA MODERNA CLASSE UNA MODERNA CLASSE 
DIRIGENTEDIRIGENTE

COMPETENZE SOCIALI E COMPETENZE SOCIALI E 
RELAZIONALIRELAZIONALI

CAPACITACAPACITA’’ DI GESTIONE DELLE DI GESTIONE DELLE 
RELAZIONI E RISORSERELAZIONI E RISORSE
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From the dimensions extracted from Analysis of Lexical
Correspondence for stimula words Sardi, Italiani, Europei, a 
continuum of Social Representations do emerge. They are 
anchored to identity and symbolic dimensions VS rational
and instrumental dimensions which are related to
Europeans. 

• In the SRs of Sardinians there are more dimensions related to a distinct
culture and identity, thought of as the image related to their ingroup and 
the relationship with the significative “other”, namely Italy.   

• In the SRs of Italians relational dimensions with the other prevails: ethic
and moral judgements which are often negative and stereotypized. 

• In the Srs of Europeans the political dimension prevails both intended as
instrumental and ideological. Here Srs seem referred more to citizens of EU 
rather than to all Europeans.

Semantici Universes Associated to the Object of Representation:Sardinians, Italians, Europeans.
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From Multiple Correspondence Analysis more data 
emerge:4 subgroups of participants with different socio-
demographic features and different interests related to
Sardinian identity. 

• “Intellectual elites”- high income and education. Are those
who left their posts on the forum on language and on more 
forums. 

• Those who showed “lack of interest” – young people with low
income, negative attitude towards Europe and low correlation
with all forums.

• “Political and economic activists”- adults with average-high
income, neutral attitude towards Sardinia. They left their
posts on the forum on Sardinian language.

• Those “pro-active towards identity on more levels”. Adults
with medium income, positive towards both Sardinia and 
Europe. These participants left their posts in more than one 
forum.

“Active” participants for the promotion of Sardinian identity“impegnati” per l’Identità Sarda: 
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Preliminary results:
• High level of identification with Sardinia, medium with Europe, low with

Italy.
• Continuum display of SRs related to Sardinians, Italians Europeans anchored

to identity and symbolic dimensions which are rational and instrumental.
• Existence of 4 types of “active” social actors with specific socio-demographic

chracteristics and interests on different aspects of Sardinian identity. 
• Association between the level of Identification with Sardinia and positive 

attitude towards autonomist policies. But there is no continuum between
positive attitude and voting.
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